Grad fair grows

Attendance doubles, new programs take root

RACHEL PERDY
Staff writer

More than 800 people attended UCF’s sixth-annual Graduate Fair Tuesday at the Poynter Alumni Center.

Attendance nearly doubled from last year’s grad fair, with prospective students ranging from UCF undergraduates and alumni to individuals from the community located approximately 15 minutes east of campus.

“Animal control is mainly due to student Union concerns because students have food and that attracts animals,” said Jim Uhlir, director of Environmental Health and Safety.

The squirrels found on campus are Eastern Gray squirrels. They become exceptionally tolerant of people as they age.

UCF squirrels get new, safer home in Bithlo

Rodents too tolerant of people

JENN KELPER
Staff writer

Have you ever found yourself walking on campus, wondering, “Where did all the squirrels go?”

They went to Bithlo, a community located approximately 15 minutes east of UCF’s main campus.

“Bithlo has raccoons, snakes, muskrats and other wildlife that kept squirrels populations down,” said Matt Henderson, a mechanical engineering major.

If you trek through the Bithlo campus, you’ll notice the squirrels have made a home around the new on-campus stadium.

Prospective Greeks discuss rush affairs

WILL RICHARDS AND JEN GLANTZ
Staff writers

To rush or not to rush? That’s the question for many prospective fraternity and sorority members over the first few weeks of the semester, as students raced their decisions against the active recruitment schedule.

“The process is either really good or really bad for you,” said upperclassman Cole Brown, who was impressed with the InterGreek Council’s rush program.

Observatory potential coming more clearly into view

FORTH SIDESKY
Staff writer

Practically hidden on the east edge of campus, Robinson Observatory sits, waiting for a new telescope system to be put into place next spring, thanks to “perfect timing” of recent grants.

Currently, a 26-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain reflecting telescope, which Trinity Laboratories built in 1984 for the University of South Florida, is being used.

But a grant of $84,000 from the College of Arts and Sciences in 2004, following a $12,000 grant from the National Science Foundation, has made the purchase of a new telescope possible.

“We have the project to redo the place completely planned out, and the College of Sciences stepped in at the perfect time” the new telescope, a 20-inch RC. Optical鑫piece, rep-resents a major upgrade.”

“The new telescope is pretty impressive,” said astronomer major Nate East, 21, associate director of the observatory, and we will be so much more capable of doing advanced research.”

The new telescope, which was assembled at the University of Chicago, Minnesota will equip the observatory with a megapixel camera and a spectrometer.

Currenty, the observatory is available for use by faculty and the two freshmen student groups, specifically.

Currently, the observatory is available for use by faculty and the two freshmen student groups.

Please see “A2” for a story on the observatory’s future.
Telescope to aid scientific research

by lauren casselberry

Telescope will aid scientific research.
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Six people still in critical condition after Montreal school rampage

MONTREAL — Some of Canada's top officials remained in critical condition on Thursday including two very critical conditions, following a shooting rampage by a trench-coat-clad gunman at a downtown college.

The gunman and a young female student were killed in Wednesday's tragedy at Dawson College, while 20 people were all in injured.

Several reports identified the gunman as Krystle Gill, 25, of Las Terre, near Montreal.

An online image gallery on Gill blog contains more than 50 photos depicting the young man's reign of terror, posing holding a Beretta G-405 semi-auto­matic pistol and dressing a long black trenchcoat and black beanie.

"His name is Trench," he wrote on his online profile, "we will come to know him as the end of Dawn.

The gunman walked into Dawson over the lunch hour Wednesday armed with a automatic rifle and two other guns, dressed head to toe in black.

There have been conflicting reports about how the gunman was shot and killed.

Police Chief Yvan Declercq said officers killed him, However, Quebec's provincial coroner Marie Patrice let himself in the back of the building where he was to find him in the logo.

Gill has not made public other indication of why he killed himself and the rampage.

Edwards comes back to rural N.C. promising college money

AUG. 7 — After handing out $500,000 in scholarships to 500 former vice presidential candidates, the Edwards ended up Thursday in a high school in rural eastern North Carolina, promising to help pay the bills of those on the first-bound seniors.

Edwards met with Greene Central High School students in the hallway of the hall in "College For Everyone" pro­gram. Last year, the program helped cover college costs for about 80 students, nearly half of the seniors.

For the past two years, Edwards has traveled the nation meeting with students, boosting anti-poverty initiatives and working to establish groups to wage wages.

This time, he has given the nation freedom to do some real things to help save the foster of poverty.

Edwards said.

Gill has given the past six years his high school class is now part of the program in a post-secondary school, according to school officials.

"Without College for Every­one," he said, "you can never be able to go away to college like a life," added Alber Haper, Greene Central student, now starting her North Carolina lane.

Edwards also makes it clear that those away, and now I can focus on my school work.

Syracuse, N.Y. (AP) — More than 20 percent of college freshmen are continuing to smoke, a number that suggests the nation's "smoking epidemic" is not yet over, according to a ser­iously national survey.

The American Lung Association said Wednesday that 20 percent of college students said they smoke, up from 17 percent in 2002. About 30 percent of college students are smoking, according to the survey.

"We're seeing a remarkable difference between the two surveys," said Dr. Richard D. Hebl, director of the National Center for Health Information. "The results indicate that college students are continuing to smoke at higher rates than in the past.

In this image, taken in the U.S., the nation's healthiest, the largest college student is supported by the University of New Haven.

New solar panels unfold on space station, adding 50 percent to power

CAPE CANAVERAL — NASA scientists unfolded two solar wings on the new 17-ton power plant for the international space station on Thursday, overcoming a software problem that delayed the deployment.

As they opened slowly and seldom blindly, the solar wings looked like cosmic blankets of gold bars in the reflection of an orbital mirror.

The automation had assisted the solar panel deployment before starting, then halted itself before it made a move about 30 minutes into the solar panel deployment phase to prevent the solar panel from being hit by the sun.

On the Columbus, a panel of the solar panels was deployed at 49 percent on the space station's position.

NASA engineers ran out into a cool glint with the solar panel's new ferris-wheel-like rotating joint that allows the solar panels to move with the sun to maximize the amount of power generated. They were able to face the solar panel problems, but it put the day's activities sev­eral hours behind schedule.

Space Shuttle Atlantis took its last payload, tightly packed, and the array needed for the space station. The order for astronauts to go on the third and final docking of the mission Friday. The mission is the last since last year to resume space station con­struction, which was halted after the Columbia accident in early 2003.

"About the only thing on the mission is that there are more than power at the present time," astronaut Kermit L. McCandless of the present time, astronaut Kevin F. Reilly in the crane Control Center in Houston told space station astronaut Jeff Williams, refer­ring to the last mission.

"I'm excited about the solar array that is going to be deployed," said McCandless as the solar array is deployed in the payload bay.

The solar arrays were mounted on blankets and folded up like an accordion to deliver the power to the station. Together, they span 48 feet, the length of a football field.

At the time the mission was completed in 2010, the solar array was designed to run about 20 percent of the station's power.

In the wake of the somewhat disappointing news for some of the Atlantic astronauts, McCandless, referring to the last mission and Atlantis commander Brent Jett, who had two sons work as part of a pair of solar wings to run the space station.

During that mission, the solar panels never stuck to each other while they were deployed, but the problem was fixed.

USF vs. UCF FREE BLOCK PARTY & GAME DAY SHUTTLE SERVICE PROVIDED BY

Saturday September 15, 2006: Shuttle runs from 9:00PM to 3:00AM

Free Block Party - From UP SUPERSTORE TO DOWNTOWN ORLANDO

Runs every 15 minutes - Cost $4

Saturday September 16, 2006: Shuttle runs from 10:00AM to 2:00AM after game is over

Free Shuttle - From USF HOCKEY TO CITRUS BOWL

Runs every 15 minutes - Cost $4

It's FREE to use. It's Conve­nient. It's Fast. It's Safe. It's a Great Way to Get to the Big Game.

USF vs. UCF
On-campus squirrels’ diet often unnatural

Humans, especially in places where food resources are readily available, are prone to conflicts when their populations increase, and hand-fed squirrels can get into conflicts with humans who do not offer them food. Students who have been on campus for several semesters are more likely to have witnessed or experienced first-hand an unusual encounter with squirrels.

Squirrels, especially those with a 20-year-old history in UCF’s campus, have been a student on campus for several semesters. Students are not paying much attention to the squirrels, said Konrad Schlottfeldt, a 20-year-old mechanical engineering major, and he did not notice a decline in the squirrel population on campus. “I don’t really pay much attention to the squirrels,” he said.

The removal and relocation of squirrels is beneficial to both the animals and humans. Squirrels have the tendency to bite through electrical wires. Not only is this a potential fire hazard, but it is also harmful to the squirrels. In many cases, squirrels have been found electrocuted in the woods. This situation is not an issue.

A squirrel’s diet varies by season, but a typical, healthy diet for squirrels consists of seeds, nuts, berries, insects and roots. Squirrels get during it comes to finding food, some squirrels have been seen diving into trash cans. Some authors, a 20-year-old molecular and microbiology major, saw a squirrel rummaging through an entire package of Ramen Noodles in his month. “He kept looking at me like I was going to take it from him,” said Badaro.

A squirrel's diet varies by season, but a typical, healthy diet for squirrels consists of seeds, nuts, berries, insects and roots. Squirrels get during it comes to finding food, some squirrels have been seen diving into trash cans. Some authors, a 20-year-old molecular and microbiology major, saw a squirrel rummaging through an entire package of Ramen Noodles in his month. “He kept looking at me like I was going to take it from him,” said Badaro.
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INVITE YOU & A GUEST TO A FREE SCREENING OF
The Last Kiss
At any AMC Theater

Zach Braff
Jadica Barrett
Casey Affleck
Michael Emerson
with Blythe Danner
and Tom Wilkinson

The Last Kiss
With whom to choose. What’s yours?

It’s Pick A Pair... SQUARED!

Here’s a NEW way to build your own gourmet meal.
You may think life is complicated enough already, but we promise you’ll like the new choices we’ve added to our Pick A Pair selection. Now, you can pair up even more of our delicious menu items.

Build your personal meal from any TWO of the following...

• Cup of any soup selection
• Half of any Classic sandwich
• Garden or corn Caesar salad
• Half loaded potato
• Half of any flatbread

Any two can include: chowders and gumbos in place of soup for a slight additional charge.

436 UNIVERSITY
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SUN. 11 A.M. - 8 P.M.
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In the packed business section of the room, the crowded event may reflect the views of students like Zoeida Rios, who said that sometimes people wereeked from the student without a job. "When people realized that a high school diploma wasn’t enough to get the job they wanted, they went to college. They’re starting to happen with undergraduates now," said Rios, a senior majoring in management with an entrepreneurship concentration. "A bachelor’s degree just isn’t enough anymore."
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Wright leads Miami into No. 12 Louisville

CORAL GABLES — Kyle Wright was a scout-team "counterpart" in Miami's rebuilt receiving corps this season when Louisville came to Miami two years ago for a game that quickly turned into an epic offensive showdown.

From the sideline, Wright watched the Hurricanes combine for 938 yards, with one touchdown and one turnover. Still, the Hurricanes won, 41-38.

"That wasn't enough," Wright said.

And when the Hurricanes visited Louisville on Saturday afternoon, Wright figures the Cardinals will want to see another all-out battle.

The 128-ranked Cardinals lead the nation this season in scoring (66.5) and yards (507 per game), after opening with a pair of come-from behind victories over Kentucky and Temple.

Still, Wright says the No. 12-ranked Hurricanes, who have won 12 straight games when scoring 30 points or more, will be ready.

"They want to be in a shootout," Wright said. "I think they feel like that's their game, going out and scoring points on offense and defense that their defense can hang in there with a good team.

"I think our defense is good enough to go out there and stop them and I think we're good enough to go out and perform, not just enough." But so far, the Miami passing game hasn't exactly been what Wright would like to see.

Wright has completed 88 of 148 passes in two games for the Hurricanes (5) but only has 298 yards, with one touchdown.
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Dear Golden Knights,

I want to take a moment to thank the student-body for their outstanding support of our football program.

You kept the momentum going from last season and this was evident at the Villanova game.

With ESPN nationally televised games, this season and next, the game day atmosphere at the Citrus Bowl and at Brighthouse Networks Stadium will soon be known across the nation as one of the best in college football.

You can take great pride in knowing that you play a big part in our football program and have a key role to play each and every Saturday. We want our stadium to be known as one tough place to play, as well as a first-class venue for our visiting fans.

College football is a great game and with your help we will continue to build a strong tradition at UCF.

LET'S GO KNIGHTS!

Keith Tribble
Director of Athletics

LESS IS MORE!

1. No tickets needed if you are a student!
2. Your student ID is your ticket!
3. Be Loud, Be Proud.
4. Wear your Black and Gold.
5. Pick up your Parking Pass at the Student Union Ticketmaster kiosk.

PERFORMANCES BY:
- Mobella
- Iota Phi Theta Fraternity, Inc.
- Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
- Ariya Rukus
- DJ Y-NoI3

UCF vs USF

BLOCH PARTY

Friday, September 15, 2006
8:00 PM - 2:00 AM
Church Street Station

Free to the Public
Driver's License Required

Private Lynx shuttles to and from Church Street and UCF all night

sga.ucf.edu
Nicholson will play in Bowden Bowl

Down and one interception. Miami has no completions of more than 27 yards this season and no receiver has a touchdown reception.

Only running back Jeremy VA from the Bahamas returned from the injury list to face Florida State.

Heather Mabry (backup Kirby Freeman) against Miami with starting A&M) have caught scoring between top-25 teams take place, and we're a missed PAT mission (a stupid one in my opinion) to stay in a way from Florida loosen after their performance against Alamo, Michigan/Niels Duane.

Alvin, don't look now but the Arizona Cardinals are in first place in the NFC West! So what if it was only one game and it was against San Francisco, these birds of prey are ready to smother the Madness against Shawn Aldridge and defending NFC Champion Seattle in the Seattle home opener! Here's hoping that Mike Hohngren and his troops can actually score a touchdown in this game.

A 4-Knight's — It's Sunday, and it's the NFL: it's a great day for football fans.

Redman Special

Texas Tech @ Texas Chris — It's a very big deal that game, and it's the NFL; it's a great day for football fans.

Here's hoping that Mike Leach and his pass-happy (and I do mean pass-happy) Texas Tech bunch who looked horrible in San Francisco, these birds of prey are going to come in and it's all over.

Worth. Don't fall asleep on this game and it was against someone is up two touchdowns with less than two minutes left.

James and fullback Jerrell Jenkins, who has team-highs for Miami in scoring (a stupid one in my opinion) to stay in a way from Florida loosen after their performance against Alamo, Michigan/Niels Duane.
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ART PARTY REVAMPS

THURSDAYS

Orlando museum features themed party each month

A mixture of shattered glass and Bob Marley kept the blood flowing at the Orlando Museum of Art Thursday, September 7 on North Mills Avenue in Downtown Orlando. A display of various pieces by art teachers and students, colorful music by JetZ, and savory food from Cafe Tu Tu Tango dazzled patrons.
**MOVIE REVIEW**

**Last Kiss: unfocused, faithful to original**

WILLIAM GODS

Peculiarly bagging to be regarded as an unofficial turf, The Last Kiss is one of many with a soundtrack by Coldplay. The Last Kiss is a rambling melodrama about many coincident thirteen somethings as they lament about marriage and parenthood.

The film's script is faithful to its 2001 Italian predecessor, the novel by the same title, which often coincide with the shifting focus between main man Michael (Zach Braff) and his friends. An inability to build up concerning the progression of life's issues & barriers; it doesn't build up concerning the progress of life's issues & barriers. When Stephen's (Tom Wilkinson) father-in-law (Michael) that "what you feel only matters to you," it seems like appropriate advice. Despite a few flaws, cute babies, sensitive men, and adorable sets of Irish that women could want, Kiss makes sense of a prolonged white by characters that just can't stop picking at that scab called commitment.

**CD REVIEW**

**Audioslave mixes funk, melodic rock**

AMANDA E. SHAPIRO

So what exactly does it take to reach the coveted No. 1 spot on Park Avenue Junior's top 10 list? The vocals of Chris Cornell, teamed up with the unparalleled guitar work of Tom Morello and paired with two former Rage Against the Machine band mates.

The band Audioslave released their third album, Revelations, September 5. The band wasted no time in recording a follow up to their 2005 album, Out of Exile. This new album features a mixture of funk and melodic rock, fueled by captivating guitar riffs. Cornell's voice is reminiscent of a choir-stalking soul singer, giving the music an edge which separates Audioslave's sound from more modern mainstream rock. Though it may be taken to mention the band's alliance to previous ground-breaking projects like Soundgarden and Rage Against the Machine, the influence of these latter musical endeavors permeates through on Revelations. However, the new album helps Audioslave build their own identity.

Revelations is very accessible, providing musical qualities that satisfy everyone's sound needs. Candy sounds like "Original Fire" sound like something you'll hear in a Pepsi commercial, while hundreds of thousands dance in choreographed circles while holding hands. Yes, it makes you feel that good. Fans of Red Hot Chili Peppers and Pearl Jam should pick this album up sooner rather than later. Supergroup! Maybe. Super talented! Absolutely. Revelations expands the band's heavy roots and intense obsession with melody. It is classic rock territory, as Mr. Cornell claims, "I'm Zeppelin meets Kraft, Weil and Prince."
The event is called the "Central Florida Future," from 6 to 9 p.m. on the first Thursday of each month. The OMA celebrates a new theme, "Party Celebrates Local Art," which features local artists and art.
Now hiring childcare professionals who love children and need flexible hours. We are also hiring hair wrappers and braders.

Please call 407-828-0920 and need flexible schedule in ways who love children and touch each heart.

Bring Disney magic to life as a Disney Character Look-a-like Performer, or as a Disney stage show at Walt Disney World.

How to Apply:
- Online: www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
- By fax: 407-447-4556
- By phone: 407-648-4614
- Pay: $8/hour + tips.

Walt Disney World Resort A PERFORMER’S LIFE FOR ME

Disney Audition with Special Performance Spotlight

This is your chance to take center stage and audition to perform with an industry leader. Learn about performing at the Walt Disney World® Resort from Disney entertainment professionals, experience the magic of a Disney stage show at Festival of the Lion King, and audition for the role of a lifetime as a Disney Character Look-a-like Performer, Disney Character Performer, or Skilled Parade Dance Performer.

Bring Disney magic to life in ways that renew the spirit, ignite the imagination, and touch each heart.

BUDILY EXPERIENCE

$100 Sign-On Bonus
Immediate PM Shift Available!
- Fan Environment
- Growth Opportunities
- Flexible Schedules AM/PM
- Fully Insured
- Weekly Paychecks
- Weekly Bonuses
- Paid Training

Call 407-763-9700 and outgo ing. For interview please call 407-447-4556 for interview.
Genesis Research Int'l is conducting a clinical research study on a 28-day oral dosing regimen of an investigational drug to determine its safety and efficacy as an oral contraceptive.

If you are between the ages of 18 and 45, you may qualify to participate in this study.

Those who do qualify may receive the following study related procedures:
- Pap Smear
- Study Medication
- Compensation for Time & Travel

Call Tania And Find Out If You Qualify!
407-331-9505
Raul E. Tanayo, MD | Genesis Research International
Longwood, Florida
NISSAN

2006 NISSAN ALTIMA 2.5S

Model Code: 42216

includes factory rebate of
"36-mon.lh dosed-end
affect down payment and
dealer rebate of
does not

2006 SENTRA 1.8S

Model Code: 04416

A/C, Auto, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, CD Player

Save Up To
$3,400 OFF MSRP

NISSAN Xterra SE

2006 Motor Trend
SPORT/UTILITY
OF THE YEAR.

Model Code: 05716

NOL Power Locks, Power Windows,
Tilt, Cruise Control, Keyless Entry
and Manual AM/FM/CD.

Save Up To
$3,500 OFF MSRP

MAKING THE GRADE with SignatureGRADUATE®

$500 CASH* BACK
$90 DAY DEFERRED PAYMENT**

Wanted Security Deposit on a Lease

NISSAN

SALE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-4, Sat 9-3, Sun 11-4
SERVICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-4, Sat 9-3

1-888-NEW-NISSAN

MAZDA

"BUMPER TO BUMPER"
LIMITED WARRANTY
48 MONTHS OR 50,000 MILES

TEST DRIVE A MAZDA TODAY.

NEW 2006 MAZDA 3i 4-DR.

WELL EQUIPPED! NOT STRIPPED!

NEW 2006 MAZDA TRIBUTE i

NOW IN STOCK! Ready For Immediate Delivery

NEW 2007 MAZDA CX-7 SUV

Air Conditioning, Power Accessories, Automatic Dynamic Stability Control,
244 H.P Turbo Charged, ABS Brakes, Side Airbags, 18" Wheels

$21,695

Go Knights! Go Knights! Go Knights! Go Knights! Go Knights!